Week of April 6,2020
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

ART

Make a kite from paper,
string…whatever you
have in your home.

Use blue paper, or paint
paper blue. Add cotton
balls to create a cloud
picture.

Create a flower garden
collage. Use cupcake
liners for the centers, and
add petals, stems, and
leaves.

Make rainsticks.
(see word doc for link to
tutorial)

Make paper plate
rainbows. (see attached
photo to see how)

PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY

Take your kite outside
and practice flying it in
your yard. Run fast, run
slow, run in circles to see
how your kite follows
you.

Play a game of soccer
with your family.

Draw chalk flowers in
your driveway. Hop from
flower to flower,
counting as you jump.

Sing and dance to songs
about rain!
(see word doc for link to
songs)

Take a walk: Go on a
rainbow scavenger hunt.
(see PDF for list of items
to find)

MATH

How many birds are in
your yard? Record the
birds you see by making
tally marks for each one
you see.

Count how many clouds
you can see in the sky.
What do their shapes
remind you of?

Count flower petals and
leaves- Use your flower
collage or find flowers in
your house or yard to
count with.

Make mud/dirt cups for
snack. Use your math
skills to measure and
follow recipe steps.
(see PDF for recipe)

Count how many items
you found while on your
rainbow scavenger hunt.

SCIENCE

Collect items from
outside (small sticks,
pebbles, etc.) Use them
to create your name.

Learn about the parts of
a plant: roots, stem,
leaves, flowers.

Shaving Cream Rain
Cloud science…see the
PDF for details on how to
do this experiment.

Be a scientist: complete
the “Water Walk”
rainbow science
experiment. (see PDF for
this experiment)

LITERACY

Write or tell a story about
something you did this
weekend. Make sure to
illustrate your story.

Pretend a sponge is a
cloud. Get two bowls
and fill one with water.
How many times can
your “cloud” fill with
water and “rain” into the
empty bowl before it is
full?
Act out three of your
favorite nursery rhymes.

What is your favorite
book? Retell the story to
your favorite doll or
stuffed pal.

Learn a “Rain”
fingerplay. Practice it
and act it out for your
family.
(see word doc)

Go on a letter hunt.
What letter does your
name begin with? Find
ten things that start with
that letter.

